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Introduction
The operation of infrastructures for cyber
services, such as network connectivity and
computing capacity, requires the functioning of:
(i) cyber components such as computers,
routers and switches, and
(ii) physical components such as fiber routes,
cooling and power systems.
Their operation is cyber-physical in nature due to
its dependence on both cyber and physical
components. The components may be degraded
by factors such as incidental weather-related
power failures and device failures as well as
deliberate cyber attacks on computers and
physical attacks on fiber routes. While cyber
attacks on computing systems and networks
seem to get more public media attention, in
many occasions the infrastructure degradations
have been due to physical factors such as power
blackouts and back hoe incidents on fiber routes
We consider a class of cyber infrastructures
modeled as discrete systems of cyber and
physical components, wherein the infrastructure
is subject to incidental degradations and attacks
targeting service interruptions. The provider is
charged with reinforcing certain portions of the
infrastructure to defend against the degradations
of both kinds. These infrastructures are
characterized by :
(a) knowledge about the capabilities and
locations of the infrastructure is available to
the attacker, primarily from the information
provided to facility users;
(b) knowledge about incidental degradations
is available to both parties, primarily from
public sources;
(c) costs incurred by the defender and
attacker are private information and not
available to the other; and
(d) strategies used by the defender in
choosing which parts to reinforce, and by the
attacker in choosing which parts to attack are
not revealed to the other.
Our contribution: Systematic analysis and
design methods for achieving robustness of
network and computing infrastructures using a
game theoretic approach.

Cyber Infrastructures
A. UltraScience Net
USN is a wide-area network testbed that
provides suites of 10Gbps connections of
several thousands of miles in support of highperformance network tests USN infrastructure
consists of the data-plane of two parallel OC192
connections with co-location sites at Oak Ridge,
Chicago, Seattle and Sunnyvale.

The gain matrices of the game are specified
based on the infrastructure:
Defender cost: di , j  dl , jc ; j p  jc ddc  j p ddp
Attacker cost:
cyber ci , j  icac

physical ci , j   i  nc  cap
system matrix:

We consider cloud and high-performance
computing infrastructures that provide computing
capabilities to users in two different ways:
•Cloud Computing Infrastructures (CCI)
provide commodity computing capacity using
servers distributed over the Internet, wherein
the user is typically unaware of the location of
servers that execute the task.
•High-Performance Computing
Infrastructures (HPCI) make available
supercomputers to users, who typically
access specific systems, and these
computers are typically connected over high
capacity networks.

Under uniform and statistically independent attack
and defense models, the expected number of
supercomputers operational: for ns sites
number of components attacked: ya ; a  c, p
number of components defended: xa ; a  c, p
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Cyber and Physical Attacks
We consider that the defender and attacker make
Boolean choices of defending and attacking the
cyber and physical part as a whole, respectively.
The utility function of the attacker is a sum of:
(i) a cost term representing the cost of launching
an attack, and
(ii) a system performance term representing
benefit of rendering the system nonoperational.
Based on Nash Equilibrium the following are the
strategies of attacker and defender
Attacker: utility
T
U A  PA , QD   P A C AQDT  PSA R AQSD

ps|c

Cloud Infrastructure
Expected capacity of the cloud computing
infrastructure under uniform and statistically
independent attack and defense models: for ns
sites with nsi servers at site i
number of components attacked: ya ; a  c, p
number of components defended: xa ; a  c, p
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will attack cyber or physical according to:
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probability of successful attacks
Defender: utility
T
U D  PA , QD   P A C DQDT  PSA R AQSD

will defend both cyber and physical parts under

qs|cp 

d cp
2s ( psc  psp )

according to probability of successful defense

Conclusions
We presented a systematic analysis and design
framework for cyber infrastructures based on
two game theoretic models that capture different
levels of detail. We studied the strategic
interactions between an attacker and a defender
using this game-theoretic approach. When the
utility function of the attacker and provider
consist of sums of individual cost and system
terms, NE is deterministic, and is polynomialtime computable under uniform costs. We
utilized these results to design/reinforce USN
network infrastructure and models of cloud and
high-performance computing infrastructures.

Component Attacks
Cyber and physical parts consist of components that
can be individually attacker and defended: Rows and
columns of gain matrices correspond to number of
cyber and physical components.
Attacker: row represents number of cyber or
physical components to be attacked
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B. Computer Infrastructure Models
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Defender: column represents number of cyber
and physical components to be defended.
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Nash Equilibrium: Deterministic and polynomial time
computable – provides high-level system status
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